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“Disconnecting the fuel gauge might be one 
way to stop worrying about how much fuel 
might be left, but it’s a pretty stupid 
strategy”

- Peter Cullen, 2006



Water Accounting
Poor accounting of available resources

34% of licences in NSW are metered
<50% of licences in Vic are metered

Cut-backs in streamflow gauging
Extraction data is private
Exceeding sustainable limits?
Implications for water entitlements?



Water Accounting

Water for the Future - $12.9 billion 
Bureau of Meteorology $480 million
Metering and telemetry (Modernising
Irrigation) $620 million

$1 billion for improved water information

Primary purpose for accurate water 
balance



Basin Plan

Ensure sustainable resource use
‘Sustainable Diversion Limit’
“water quality targets in the water quality and salinity 
management plan will be reflected in SDLs, most 
relevantly in the key environmental outcomes 
specified in the Basin Plan.”

Ideally achieve water savings



Cost Effectiveness

20% of licences account for 80% of 
entitlement in regulated valleys

Similar figures for unregulated and 
groundwater 

On-going private infrastructural costs
Satellite: pay subscription to private company
Radio towers: installation costs included in 
fixed charge of water
Irrigators absorb cost



Cost Effectiveness
Significant sunk costs

Marginal benefit declines with size of 
irrigators and catchment

Data quality assurance 
Physically limit on-farm activities?
Equipment failure
Erroneous data



Efficient Water Accounting

Improve efficiency and accuracy of water 
accounting

Reduce cost burden on irrigators and public cost
Detect unusual water use by utilising other farm 
production data

Fox, Hill and Diewert (2003)
Index to detect outliers
Used in fisheries (by AFMA) to ensure compliance



Fox, Hill and Diewert (2003) provides two 
well-defined measures of ‘dissimilarity’

‘Pure’ approach
Compare observations with multiple 
dimensions

Decomposes dissimilarity 
Size of observation

Larger/smaller in all dimensions (scale)
Combination of vector elements

Subset of dimensions (mix)



Scale outlier

Desirable properties:
Positive
Observations that are identical receives a score of 
zero
The scores are not sensitive to the order in which the 
farms (nor the order of the components) are 
compared 
Independent of the units of measurement
Small and large outliers are treated symmetrically
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Mix outlier

(variance of the input-output ratios to the average scale 
ratio between the two firms)

Desirable properties 
Mix score is zero where the vectors are 
exactly proportional
Unaffected by rescaling of the vectors
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Specification of symmetric mean to satisfy 
axioms

Scale and mix measures are additive 
Absolute dissimilarity (Diewert 2002)
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Multiple firms
Choose number of outliers (n)
Form reference input-output vector (xRi ) from 
(K-n) vectors
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Application to Water Monitoring
Identify unusual water use behaviour

Production exceedingly good/bad 
Compare to other farms in the same 
industry

Identify firms which are unusual in size or mix 
of inputs

Case study: irrigated cotton



Data
Australian Bureau of Statistics

2007-08 Agricultural and Resource 
Management Survey (ARMS)

Confidentiality clause
Comparison of relative productivity between 
regions

NSW and QLD cotton producing NRMs





Data









Critical Value

‘How big is too big?’
Critical value subjective

At discretion of monitoring authority
Dependent on other factors

E.g. resources available for audits



Conclusions

Cotton industry in NRMs similar – no 
comparative advantage

Ideally compare across individual farms within 
a NRM

Reduced influence of environmental variability

More production data needed?
Fertiliser
Chemicals



Conclusion
Cost-effective means of ensuring 
representativeness of water data
Central records could be cross-checked 
with self-reported data 

ARMS survey resembles random audit
Incentive to be attentive to extraction rules

Identify excessive use of other harmful 
inputs
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Outliers
Various definitions of outliers 

Observations that are different in some sense
Fieller (1993)

Extreme observations in the sample
Sufficiently extreme to have a relatively low 
probability of occurring

Eyeballing: eyes see arithmetically not 
geometrically; spot only in terms of 
scale/size difference


